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REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING
Central Washington University
January 30, 1991
Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

Charles McGehee
Sue Tirotta

Meeting vas called to order at 3:10 p.m.

ROLL CALL
Senators:
Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Bilyeu,
Clark, Duncan, Farkas and Yu.
Gail Jones, Paul Schmidt, Gloria Spatafore, Carolyn Wells,
Barbara Radke, Nancy Vogel, Don Schliesman, James Pappas, Anne
Denman, Marla Pugh.

CHANGES TO AGENDA
None

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

January 16, 1991 minutes have not been circulated.
February 13, 1991 Senate meeting.

Forward approval to

COMMUNICATIONS
-1/17/91 letter from Don Schliesman, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, regarding
Policy On Withdrawal From The University Due To Military Exigency; see Academic
Affaiis~ommittee report (Delow).
-----

REPORTS
1.

CHAIR
-Chair McGehee reported that 1) the Ad Hoc Committee On Curriculum
Refor.m and 2) the Ad Hoc Committee On University Governance are at work
examining curriculum policy and the structure and function of the
university governance system.
-The Ad Hoc Committee For Faculty Opinion Survey Of Academic
Administrators plans to distribute survey for.ms in early February.
-Chair McGehee reported that he has discussed at length with both
Provost Edington and President Garrity faculty concerns initiated by
the Provost's January 11, 1991 memo to President Garrity on proposed
changes in the Teacher Preparation Program.
-Chair McGehee reported that he has fulfilled the instructions outlined
in MOTION NO. 2793 (anti-war motion) passed .at the January 16, 1991
Faculty Senate meeting requiring him to •communicate the sense of this
resolution to the President of the United States and to the press.•
Chair McGehee admonished Faculty Senators concerning their absence of
discussion on MOTION NO. 2793 and reminded them that debate is integral
to proper functioning of the Faculty Senate. Be urged Senators to act
on the •courage of their convictions. 8

2.

PRESIDENT
President Donald Garrity reported that C.W.U. has completed its
budget presentations to the state legislature. He remarked that the
House of Representatives' reception to Central's proposed budget was
•reasonably positive,• and the House committee.'s questions centered on
access, enrollments and institutional support. The Senate committee
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2. PRESIDENT, continued
concentrated its questioning on expenditure of "incremental monies,•
Central's NCATE accreditation, Yakima Program enrollments and
reimbursement of travel-related expenses.
Senator Gerald Saling has sponsored a bill to increase
state-funded enrollments at all Washington higher education
institutions, including community colleges and branch campuses. Under
the proposed bill, Central's enrollment level would be increased by 250
full-time equivalent (FTE) upper-division and 50 FTE graduate
enrollments during the 1991-92 fiscal year plus an additional 200 FTE
upper-division and 50 FTE graduate enrollments during the 1992-93
fiscal year. President Garrity noted strong bi-partisan support for the
Senate bill, and he added that there is interest in sponsorship of a
House version.
The President concluded that state revenues are within the
predicted levels, and he remained •cautiously optimistic• regarding the
outcome of budget deliberations.
3.

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
Gail Jones, Director of Alumni Affairs, outlined C.W.O.'s
Centennial Celebration, scheduled to begin on Saturday, May 11, 1991
with the Founder's Square dedication and continuing through
Coumencement on May 31, 1992. The 8 member Centennial Planning
Committee (consisting of alumni, student, faculty, emeritus faculty,
classified staff and student representatives) has scheduled
entertainments and events throughout the year, with the highlight of
the celebration being academic symposia and the honoring of special
individuals and groups. She emphasized that all events will be
supported through private funding and urged members of the university
community to respond generously to the solicitation which will be
mailed to their homes next week.

4.

ACADJ!MIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
"Durlng lts meeting of January 16, 1991, the Undergraduate Council
considered and endorsed the proposed policy listed below. We were
caught short earlier this year with an inadequate and unappropriate
response to students who were ordered to active military duty
mid-quarter and who wanted to know what would happen to the credits and
grades for the courses in which they were enrolled. An emergency
policy was developed, approved and implemented to accomodate the
students until such time as a permanent policy could be approved.
Copies of similar policies in place at other universities in Washington
were acquired and, after reviewing them, the statement being proposed
to the Senate was developed.• (1/17/91 letter from Don Schliesman, Dean
of Undergraduate Studies)

.

..
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
*MOTION NO. 2794 Ken Hammond moved approval of the following policy:
POLICY ON WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY DUE TO MILITARY EXIGENCY
Students who have been called into military service of the United
States due to a national emergency will be eligible for withdrawal from
the University or the granting of credits. The policy does not apply
to regular National Guard or Reserve duty or to annual active-duty
requirements.
1.
Students who must withdraw from the University during the first
third of the quarter will be granted Withdrawal (W).
2.
Students who must withdraw from the University during the second
third of the quarter will be given an Incomplete (I) in each course
with no specified deadline for completion.
3.
Students who must withdraw from the University during the last
third of the quarter will be granted credit if the course work is
satisfactory. The instructors must report either a letter grade or
a Satisfactory (S) for each course depending upon the quality of
the student's work. If the courses complete all requirements for
the Baccalaureate degree, the degree will be awarded.
4.
Students who must withdraw from the University during the first or
second third of their final quarter prior to graduation may be
granted the Baccalaureate degree upon the recommendation of the
major department chair and of the School/College dean.
5.
In all circumstances, students will be expected to attend classes
up to 15 calendar days prior to induction.
(This policy will become effective IMMEDIATELY.]
Ken Hammond commented that section #3 of the policy limits
instructors to reporting only an "S" or a letter grade for students
withdrawing during the last third of the quarter. Carolyn Wells,
Registrar, pointed out that an •s• can be converted to a letter grade
after the student returns to school.
Gloria Spatafore, Veterans
Advisor, explained that the department of Veterans Affairs will not
allow returning students to receive benefits while completing
•Incomplete• grades unless they are enrolled for an additional 12
eligible credits. She proposed that students be allowed to choose
either an "Incomplete" or a •withdrawal" during the second third of the
quarter. Ms. Spatafore also proposed that the policy be extended to
include both students who have been called into military service and
those who have entered military service voluntarily. She stated that,
1) if a draft is instituted, many eligible students would enlist
voluntarily in order to be able to choose their branch of service and
2) sometimes enlistees are called to Basic Training unexpectedly early.
*MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 2794A Ken Hammond moved and Steve Hinthorne
seconded a motion to change section #2 of the policy from • •.. during
the second third of the quarter will be given an Incomplete (I) in each
course with no specified deadline for completion ... " to read " ... during
the second third of the quarter hly request either a Withdrawal (W) ~
an Incomplete in each course wit no specified deadiine for
completion.• Motion amendment passed.
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COHHITTEE, continued
*MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 2794B Warren Street moved and Barry Donahue
seconded a motion to change section #3 of the policy from • .•. during
the last third of the quarter will be granted credit if the course work
is satisfactory .•• • to read • ..• during the last third of the quarter
may request! Withdrawal (W) ~ an_Incomplete (I) ~credit if the
course work 1s satisfactory.• M0t1on amendment passed.
The question was called for MOTION NO. 2794. MOTION NO. 2794 passed as
amended by MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 2794A and MOTION NO. AMENDMENT 2794B.

* * * * * * * * * *
*MOTION NO. 2795 Ken Hammond moved approval of changes to the Foreign
Student policy as approved by the Undergraduate Council on November 27,
1990:

STATEMENT OF POLICY AND PROCEDURE FOR THE CWU FOREIGN STUDENT
PREFACE
This statement of policy is intended to guide the work of the Office of
International Programs, the Office of Admissions and, where
appropriate, other offices and departments, as they relate to foreir
students. It has been developed by a committee of faculty members a~.~
administrators representative of the University. Provisions are
included for periodic review and revisions when needed.
I.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE FOR ENROLLING FOREIGN STUDENTS
In the belief that knowledge broadens when many diversified points
of view are examined and shared, Central Washington University
(CWU) has accepted the promotion of international understanding as
part of its total educational obligation and responsibility.
Further, in an environment of diverse geographic and cultural
perspectives, divisive, parochial and ethnic prejudices may break
down through informed understanding. CWU believes that education
must include educating for a world view. Therefore, CWU encourages
the enrollment of students from all countries of the world to
assure the continuation of this educational process. Through
mutual communication, interaction and exchange of ideas, the CWU
graduate will leave the university with a broadened perception and
an inquiring attitude, prepared to contribute to the quest for
knowledge and understanding of the world community.

II.

RECRUITMENT OF FOREIGN STUDENTS
Central Washington University recruitment practices for
international students are in accord with those procedures
established for the recruitment of Washington State resident and
non-resident students. These recruitment practices are understand
to be an accepted function of the Undergraduate and Graduate
Admissions offices and are applied in a manner consistent with the
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
best educational interests of both student and University. The
criteria for recruitment practices include but are not l~ted to
the following:
1. CWU does not make use of placement agencies or individual agents
that charge fees to students for admission advice, student
counseling, information about the University, or the processing
of application materials. CWU will use only bona fide
non-profit educational organizations or government agencies to
provide information to prospective students.
2. All information concerning CWU shall be an accurate
representation of the University, its programs, services,
policies, and costs so that a student unfamiliar with higher
education in the U.S. may make informed academic and financial
decisions about the University.
3. Foreign students are not to be recruited for financial reasons
nor for increasing on-campus enrollment.
4. Admission standards and requirements such as language
proficiency, academic qualifications and financial resources
needed to study at CWU are based on established criteria.
Admission decisions are made only by university officials and in
compliance with the international student admission policy and
procedures.
5. Only CWU designated individuals with experience in interpreting
and evaluating international student credentials shall make
admission decisions.
6. CWU will accept only students whose educational objectives match
the educational opportunities available at the University.
7. Students admitted to the English-as-a-Second-Language (ESL)
Program shall be informed that acceptance to such a program does
not constitute admission to the University or to its academic
programs.
8. Immigration forms pertaining to student status shall be issued
only by the designated authority on campus and sent or given
directly to the student. No outside agency or individual may
act on behalf of the University to sign immigration forms.
9. Except as noted in IV-B, Central Washington University will
provide equal access for international students to all programs
and services on the basis of merit without regard to race,
color, religion, sex, age, national origin, marital status or
the presence of any sensory, physical or mental handicap.
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
III. ADMISSIONS POLICY FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS
A. English Language Proficiency and Required Coursework
English language proficiency required for regular admission to
CWU shall be determined by one or more of the following: (a) a
minimum score of 525 (undergraduate) and 550 (graduate) on the
Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) (or, in special
circumstances, by a Michigan test score, for the international
student already in the United States); (b) by an academic
associate of arts degree designed for transfer to a bachelor's
degree program; (c) by successful completion of three terms of
course work equivalent to the English requirements at CWU.
DELETE: [Once accepted, each foreign student shall be required
to enroll in an English-as-a-Second-Language course the first
quarter of attendance at CWU to determine more precisely areas
in which additional work may be needed.]
REPLACE WITH: Once acce¥ted, each foreign student shall be
evaluated by the ESL sta f who shill deteimdne in consultation
with the Forei n Student Advisor Whether additional
e re uired durir~
DELETE: [In addition to the ESL course, each foreign student
must also enroll in ENG 100E-Study Skills (2 cr.) and LIB
145-Use of Library Resources (3 cr.]
REPLACE WITH: In addition, ENG 100E
and
LIB 145 - Use o
1 rary
esources
e recommen e ,
as needed.
For the student who clearly demonstrates English language
proficiency, study skills, and knowledge of the resources in the
library, these course requirements may be waived totally or
individually by the ESL staff.
B. Financial Requirements and Guarantees
Each international student shall be required to demonstrate that
sufficient funds are available for one academic year of study at
CWU. Acceptable guarantees are government-sponsored letters,
bank statements, money deposited with the University, or a
sponsor in the United States.
CWO reserves the right to require that the tuition for one
academic year be deposited with the University or in a local
bank before the student is accepted.

-·•'
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
C. New Students
Foreign students applying from their home countries for the
first time to an accredited institution of higher education in
the U.S. must meet the equivalent academic admission standards
required of all Washington resident and non-resident students
entering as freshmen.
D. Transfer Students from Accredited

u.s.

Universities and Colleges

Undergraduate international students transferring to CWU from
other U.S. accredited institutions with an Associate of Arts
degree or two or more years of university work must normally
have a minimum grade point average (GPA) of 2.5. Graduate
international students must normally present at least a 3.0 GPA
for university work taken at other U.S. accredited institutions.
For undergraduate transfer students with less than a 2.5 GPA, or
less than two years of previous college work, admission
decisions are based on an individual review of the entire
record, including all secondary schooling and all college or
university studies.

E. I-20
Students will be issued a certificate of eligibility (l-20) only
after all requested materials are on file and official admission
to the institution has been granted.
IV.

ENROLLMENT
A. CWU does not maintain a separate quota policy for the enrollment
of international students in the University or its programs.
The same enrollment policies are applied to international
students as those used for Washington resident and non-resident
students.
B. DELETE: [The enrollment of international students is limited to
the programs and courses offered on the campus in Ellensburg.
Exceptions require the written approval of the Foreign Student
Advisor.]
REPLACE WITH: Students
de ree which --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
if

C. DELETE: (Concurrent Enrollment: F-1 students enrolled at CWU who
plan to take courses at another institution must have permission
of the Foreign Student Advisor. Attendance at the other school
is limited to a maximum of 5 credits during any quarter,
including summer. Except during the "vacation• quarter,
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
concurrent enrollment requires a ~n1mum course load at CWU of
12 credits for undergraduates and 10 credits for graduates.
Students who do not have permission to attend another
institution will not be granted transfer credit for the courses
and are considered out-of-status according to the regulations of
the Immigration and Naturalization Service.]
REPLACE WITH: Concurrent Enrollment: F-1 students enrolled at
CWU who Ian to take courses at another institution must
t e Concurrent Enro
ot the

V.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF FOREIGN STUDENTS
Foreign students attending CWU will enjoy all the rights an4 assume
all the responsibilities which accrue to all Central students.
Conduct, grievance, appeal, and complaint policies and procedures
applicable to all CWU students shall apply to the international
student as well. Where such procedures provide for informal
resolution of problems, the Foreign Student Advisor should be
notified by the University official administering the procedure or
policy so that appropriate advice, pertinent information, and
recommendation may be provided. Where formal processes allow for a
third-party assistance to the student, the Foreign Student Advisor
may so act.

VI. POLICY REVIEW
The Foreign Student Policy should be periodically reviewed as
recommended by the Foreign Student Admissions Officer and/or by the
Foreign Student Advisor.
Approved Faculty Senate 1/25/84
Revised and Approved 6/1/84
Revised and Approved 12/1/87
Revised 10/5/90
Revised 11/27/90 Undergraduate Council
Revised and Approved 1/30/91 Faculty Senate
*MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 2795A Ken Hammond moved to change the wording of
section III.A. from "In addition, ENG 100E- Study Skills (2 cr.) and
LIB 145- Use of Library Resources (3 cr.) will be recommended, as
needed .•• • to •r.n addition, ENG 100E- Study Skills (2 cr.) and LIB 145
-Use of Library Resources (3 cr.) will. be recommended~ ESL staff, as
needed.• Motion passed.
Several Senators questioned the stipulation in section IV.B. whiLh
requires students to complete an AA degree before enrolling in one of
CWU's Extended Degree Centers. Nancy Vogel, International Programs,

-·
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
stated that this requirement was originally instituted because the
Extended Degree Programs do not offer foreign student support services.
It was pointed out that this policy penalizes English-speaking foreign
students (e.g., those from Canada, Australia, South Africa, etc.) and
that foreign student support services are now readily available from
most community colleges in the immediate area of C.W.U.'s Extended
University Centers.
*MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 2795B Ken Hammond moved and Tami Schrank
a motion to change the wor ding of section IV.B. from •students
completed an Associate of Arts degree which qualified for an
Transfer AA degree will be eligible to enroll in one of CWU's
Degree Centers •.• • to •students are eligible to enroll in one
Extended Degree Centers •. • n Motion passed.

seconded
who have
Academic
Extended
of CWU's

The question was called for MOTION NO. 2795. Motion passed as amended
by MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 2795A and MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 2795B.
5.

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Barry Donahue reported that the Budget Committee has met with the
President, Vice President for Business/Financial Affairs, and the
Provost to address faculty complaints concerning lack of communication
during the budget process. He stated that faculty members want to be
more involved in the process and desire a chance to argue for their
funding proposals.
Comments and suggestions regarding how the budget
process can be improved should be sent to the Senate Budget Committee,
c/o Barry Donahue, Computer Science Department.
Dr. Donahue also reminded faculty that questions regarding the
legislative budget process and its effects on C.W.U. can be answered by
members of the Senate Budget Committee (Barry Donahue, Wolfgang Franz,
Ken Harsha, Rosco Tolman, Rex Wirth) and the University Budget
Committee (c/o Courtney Jones, VP for Business/Financial Affairs).

6.

CODE COMMITTEE
None

7.

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
*MOTION NO. 2796 Warren Street moved to suspend the
Operating--Procedures
in order to submit
changes
Curriculum Committee pages 1114-1115. Motion passed.

Faculty Senate
to University

*MOTION NO. 2797
Warren Street moved approval of University Curriculum
Committee pages 1114-1115 with the following changes:
-In the first paragraph of the Economics Department program (current
catalog page 84), the last sentence mentions •specializations in
Business Economics, ..•. • This should be changed to nspecializations in
Applied Economics, •••. •
-In the program description of the General Economics major (current
catalog page 85), MATH 265 should be added to the list of highly
recommended courses, after MATH 172.2.
-UCC Page 1114, Economics Minor II:
Strike the words •students
preparing to teach, and" and "other• from the first sentence of the
minor description.
Motion passed.
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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE, continued
UCC PAGE

1114

1114
1115
8.

B.S./Business Economics
Economics Minor II & General Economics
Women Studies Minor

Program Change
Program Change
Program Change

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
Patrick Owens reported that the Personnel Committee has examined
and discussed the issues raised by Bill Vance, Leisure Services, in his
letter of May 22, 1990 regarding student voting rights. The Committee
recommends no action be taken to alte~ student voting rights, with
their rationale as follows: 1) Student representatives should have the
same rights/responsibilities as Faculty Senators, 2) there is nothing
to prevent •block vot~ng• among either students or faculty, and 3) all
members of the Senate have an obligation to remain informed.

OLD BUSINESS
None

NEW BUSINESS
None

ADJOURNMENT
Meeting vas adjourned at 4:45 p.m.

* * * * *

NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: February 13, 1991

* * * * *

FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10p.m., Wednesday, January 30, 1991
SUB 204-205
I.

ROLL CALL

II.

CHANGES TO AGENDA

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES - January 16, 1991

IV.

COMMUNICATIONS
-1/17/91 letter from Don Schliesman, Dean of
Undergraduate Council, re. Policy On Withdrawal From
The University Due To Military Exigency; see Academic
Affairs Committee report (below).

V.

REPORTS
1.

Chair

2.

President

3.

Centennial Celebration - Gail Jones

4.

Academic Affairs Committee
-Policy On Withdrawal From The University Due To
Military Exigency (see attached motion)
-Statement of Policy and Procedure for the CWU
Foreign Student (see attached motion)

5.

Budget Committee

6•

Code Committee

7

Curriculum Committee
-ucc Pages 1114-1115

0

8.

Personnel Committee

VI.

OLD BUSINESS

VII.

NEW BUSINESS

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

***

NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING:

February 13, 1991

***
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
POLICY ON WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY DUE TO MILITARY EXIGENCY

"During its meeting of January 16, 1991 the Undergraduate Council
considered and endorsed the proposed poiicy listed below. We were caught
short earlier this year with an inadequate and unappropr·iate response to
students who were ordered to active m1l itary duty mid-quarter and who
wanted to know what would happen to the credits and grades for the courses
in which they were enrolled. An emergency policy was developed, approved
and implemented to accomodate the students until such time as a permanent
policy could be approved. Copies of similar policies in pl~ce at other
universities in Washington were acquired and, after reviewing them, the
statement being proposed to t he Senate was developed." {1/17/91 letter from
Don Schliesman, Dean of Undergraduate Studies)
MOTION: POLICY ON WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY DUE TO MILITARY EXIGENCY
Students who have been cal led 1nto m1 l1tary serv1ce of the Un1ted
States due to a national emergency will be eligible for withdrawal
fromt he University or the granting of credits. The policy does not
apply to short-term National Guard or Reserve duty or to annual
active-duty requirements.
1.

Students who must withdraw from the University during the first
third of the quarter will be granted Withdrawal (W) and a full
refund of tuition.

2.

Students who must withdraw from the University during the second
third of the quarter will be given an Incomplete (I) in each
course with no specified deadline for completion.

3.

Students who must withdraw from the University during the last .
third of the quarter will be granted credit if the course work is
satisfactory. The instructors must report either a letter grade
or a Satisfactory (S) for each course depending upon the quality
of the student•s work. If the courses complete all requirements
for the Baccalaureate degree, the degree will be awarded.

4.

Students who must withdraw from the University during the first or
second third of their final quarter prior to graduat1on may be
granted the Baccalaureate degree upon the recommendation of the
major department chair and of the School/College dean.

5.

In all circumstances, students will be expected to attend classes
up to 15 calendar days prior to induction.

[This policy will become effective IMMEDIATELY.]
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITEE, continued
STATEJIIEIT OF POLICY

All)

PROCEDCilE

n• l1IE

C1ll FlltEIGI STlftJIT

Policy modifications approved by Undergraduate Council on November 27, 1990.
The bold statements in
parentheses and underlined are part of PRESENT policy; those statements are preceded by the suggested changes.
STATEJIIEIT OF POLICY

All)

PROCEDlllE Flit TilE CWU FlltEIGII STWEIIT

PREFACE
This statement of policy is intended to guide the work of the Office of International Programs, the Office of
Admissions and, where appropriate, other offices and departments, as they relate to foreign students. It has
been developed by a committee of faculty members and administrators representative of the University.
Provisions are included for periodic review and revisions when needed.
I.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE FOR ENROLLING FOREIGN STUDENTS
In the belief that knowledge broadens when many diversified points of view are examined and shared,
Central Washington University (CWU) has accepted the promotion of international understanding as part of
its total educational obligation and responsibility. Further, in an environment of diverse geographic and
cultural perspectives, divisive, parochial and ethnic prejudices may break down through informed
understanding. CWU believes that education must include educating for a world view. Therefore, CWU
encourages the enrollment of students from all countries of the world to assure the continuation of this
educational process. Through mutual communication, interaction and exchange of ideas, the CWU graduate
will leave the university with a broadened perception and an inquiring attitude, prepared to contribute to
the quest for knowledge and understanding of the world community.

II. RECRUITMENT OF FOREIGN STUDENTS
Central Washington University recruitment practices for international students are in accord with those
procedures established for the recruitment of Washington State resident and non-resident students. These
recruitment practices are understood to be an accepted function of the Undergraduate and Graduate
Admissions offices and are applied in a manner consistent with the best educational interests of both
student and University. The criteria for recruitment practices include but are not limited to the
following:
1. CWU does not make use of placement agencies or individual agents that charge fees to students for
admission advice, student counseling, information about the University, or the processing of
application materials. CWU will use only bona fide non-profit educational organizations or government
agencies to provide information to prospective students .
2. All information concerning CWU shall be an accurate representation of the University, its programs,
services, policies, and costs so that a student unfamiliar with higher education in the U.S. may make
informed academic and financial decisions about the University.
3. Foreign students are not to be recruited for financial
enrollment .

reasons nor for

increasing on-campus
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STATEMENT OF POLICY AND PROCEDURE FOR THE CWU FOREIGN STUDENT, continued
4.

Admission standards and requirements such as language proficiency, academic qualifications and
financial resources needed to study at CWU are based on established criteria. Admission decisions are
made only by university officials and in compliance with the international student admission policy
and procedures.

5. Only CWU designated

individuals with experience in interpreting and evaluating international student
credentials shall make admission decisions.

6.

CWU will accept only students whose educational objectives match the educational opportunities
available at the University.

7. Students admitted to the English-as-a-Second-Language (ESL) Program shall be informed that acceptance
to such a program does not constitute admission to.the University or to its academic programs.
8.

Immigration forms pertaining to student status shall be issued only by the designated authority on
campus and sent or given directly to the student. No outside agency or individual may act on behalf
of the University to sign immigration forms.

9. Except as noted in IV-B, Central Washington University will provide equal access for international
students to all programs and services on the basis of merit without regard to race, color, religion,
sex, age, national origin, marital status or the presence of any sensory, physical or mental handicap.
III. ADMISSIONS POLICY FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS
A. English Language Proficiency and Required Coursework
English language proficiency required for regular admission to CWU shall be determined by one or more
of the following: (a) a minimum score of 525 (undergraduate) and 550 (graduate) on the Test of
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) (or, in special circumstances, by a Michigan test score, for the
international student already in the United States); (b) by an academic associate of arts degree
designed for transfer to a bachelor's degree program; (c) by successful completion of three terms of
course work equivalent to the English requirements at CWU.
Once accepted, each foreign student shall be evaluated by the ESL staff who shall determine in
consultation with the Foreign Student Advisor whether additional English-as-a-Second-Language
coursework will be required during the first quarter of attendance at CWU.
(Once accepted, each foreign student shall be required to enroll in an English-as-a-Second-L.anquaqe
course the first quarter of attendance at CW to determine nore precisely areas in lllhich additional
Wlrk nay be needed.)
In addition, EIIG 100E- Study Skills (2 cr.) and LIB 145 -Use of library Resources (3 cr) will be
recommended, as needed.
(In addition to the ESL course, each foreign student must also enroll in EIG 100£-Study Skills (2 cr.)
and LIB 145-Use of Library Resources (3 cr. )
For the student who clearly demonstrates English language proficiency, study skills, and knowledge of
the resources in the library, these course requirements may be waived totally or individually by the
ESL staff.

.
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STATEMENT OF POLICY AND PROCEDURE F.OR THE CWU FOREIGN STUDENT, continued

B. Financial Requirements and Guarantees
Each international student shall be required to demonstrate that sufficient funds are available for
one academic year of study at CWU. Acceptable guarantees are government-sponsored letters, bank
statements, money deposited with the University, or a sponsor in the United States.
CWU reserves the right to require that the tuition for one academic year be deposited with the
University or in a local bank before the student is accepted.
C. New Students
Foreign students applying from their home countries for the first time to an accredited institution of
higher education in the U.S . must meet the equivalent academic admission standards required of all
Washington resident and non-resident students entering as freshmen.
D. Transfer Students from Accredited U.S. Universities and Colleges
Undergraduate international students transferring to CWU from other U.S. accredited institutions with
an Associate of Arts degree or two or more years of university work must normally have a minimum grade
point average (GPA) of 2.5. Graduate international students must normally present at least a 3.0 GPA
for university work taken at other U.S. accredited institutions.
For undergraduate transfer students with less than a 2.5 GPA, or less than two years of previous
college work, admission decisions are based on an individual review of the entire record, including
all secondary schooling and all college or university studies.
E.

I-20
Students will be issued a certificate of eligibility (I-20) only after all requested materials are on
file and official admission to the institution has been granted.

IV.

ENROLLMENT
A.

CWU does not maintain a separate quota policy for the enrollment of international students in the
University or its programs. The same enrollment policies are applied to international students as
those used for Washington resident and non-resident students.

B. Students who have completed an Associate of Arts degree which qualifies for an Academic Transfer AA
degree will be eligible to enroll in one of CWU's Extended Degree Centers if they are found admissable
to the undergraduate program by the Office of Admissions.
(The enrollment of international students is limited to the programs and courses offered on the

in Ellensburg.

Exceptions require the written approval

Ca!IJIUS

of the foreign Student Advisor.)

C. Concurrent Enrollment : F-1 students enrolled at CWU who plan to take courses at another institution
must complete the Concurrent Enrollment form signed by both the Foreign Student Advisor and the
Dean of Undergraduate/Graduate Studies. CWU requires a minimum course load of 12 credits for
undergraduates and 10 credits for graduates at CWU except during the vacation quarter. Students who do
not have permission to attend another institution will not be granted transfer credit for the courses
and are considered out-of-status according to the regulations of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service.
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STATEMENT OF POLICY AND PROCEDURE FOR THE CWU FOREIGN STUDENT, continued
(ConcUJTeJlt Enrollllleflt: F-1 students enrolled at CW IIIIo plan to take courses at another instit11tion
111.1st have permission of the Foreign Student Advisor. Attendance at the other school is limited to a
IDilXiDillll of 5 credits during any quarter.
including s.-r. Except during the "vacation" quarter,
concurrent enrolllll!nt requires a 11ini- course load at CW of 12 credits for undergraduates and 10
credits for graduates. Students lllho do not have pe!!ission to attend another institution will not be
granted transfer credit for the courses and are considered out-of-status according to the J'e91lations
of the l0111igration and Naturalization Service.)
V. RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF FOREIGN STUDENTS
Foreign students attending CWU will enjoy all the rights and assume all the responsibilities which
accrue to all Central students. Conduct, grievance, appeal, and complaint policies and procedures
applicable to all CWU students shall apply to the international student as well. Where such
procedures provide for informal resolution of problems, the Foreign Student Advisor should be notified
by the University official administering the procedure or policy so that appropriate advice, pertinent
information, and recommendation may be provided, Where formal processes allow for a third-party
assistance to the student, the Foreign Student Advisor may so act.
VI. POLICY REVIEW
The Foreign Student Policy should be periodically reviewed as recommended by the Foreign Student
Admissions Officer and/or by the Foreign Student Advisor.
Approved Faculty Senate 1/25/84
Revised and Approved 6/1/84
Revised and Approved 12/1/87
Revised 10/5/90
Revised 11/27/90 Undergraduate Council

ADDENDUM -- AGENDA
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
January 30, 1991
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
MOTION:

Adopt changes to the curriculum described on UCC pages
1114-1115, with the following additions and changes:
Additions:
In the first paragraph of the Economics Department
program (current catalog page 84), the last sentence
mentions "specializations in Bus~ness Economics, .... "
This should be changed to "specializations in Applied
Economics, .... "
In the program description of the General Economics
major (current catalog page 85), MATH 265 should be
added to the list of highly recommended courses, after
MATH 172.2.
Changes:
UCC page 1114, Economics Minor II: Strike the words
"students preparing to teach, and" and "other" from the
first sentence of the minor description.
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This Is a memorandum which outlines changes within the division of Academic Affairs. T11e
recommendations which I have made to you, and which you have approved are the end result of
many discussions that have taken place In numerous meetings over the past two years and are
presented here In specific detail for the first time. The recommendations focus upon Improvement
In academic services and In the administration of curriculum and student advising. They represent
a first structural step In what Is hoped will be a comprehensive approach to Improving the
curriculum at Central Washington University. It Is appropriate that we begin a serious consideration
of the curriculum by Improving the structure within which It Is supported and monitored.
The curriculum of the university Is at the heart of our mission. A well constructed cuniculum Is the
organized structure of knowledge which good teachers use to help serious students educate
themselves. Last year In Its report the accreditation team from the Northwest Association of Schools
and Colleges was especially critical of the curriculum of Central Washington University. Not only
did it find serious weaknesses In some of Central's major curriculum areas, but Individual members
expressed grave concerns about the coherence of the entire body of the curriculum. During that
same period the Camp Field Group was discussing Its concerns about the curriculum. These are
expressed In several of the goat statements which the group has circulated.
In addition, both the Camp Field group and the NWASC visitors expressed concern about the
fragmentation of curricular administration. NWASC was appalled by the cumbersome curricular
development process. The recommendations which are made In this memorandum are In part
designed to respond to these administrative concerns.
Another Important function of the administration of the cuniculum Is to assure that the system for
providing academic advice to students Is excellent. At present our university does not sufficiently
acknowledge the great Importance of academic advising as an Important faculty responsibility. This
year significant progress has been made In this area with the new program for Incoming freshmen
which Is designed to be the Initial component to a new Freshman Year Program which will be
developed over the next two years.
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Two resignations of admlnlatratora now present the opportunity to undertake some reorg1nlutlon
without the addition of new administrative positions. Dr. Habib, who his been effective In staffing
the pre-major academic advising program as well as the new freshman program, unfortunately will
leave his administrative post at the end of this year. Also, this year Dr. Barney Erickson, who has
contributed well to the educational enterprise at Central, will leave his post as Director of Summer
Session. After careful consideration of the NWASC report and the Camp Field goal statements, Or.
Schliesman and I have taken this opportunity to review Implementation of changes In the
administrative structure which could lend stronger support to the curriculum.
Mindful of the Issues raised above, I now recommend to you that the following actions be taken to
alter the structure of the academic administration: an Associate Dean's position be created reporting
to Dr. Schllesman; the Director of Summer Session report to Dr. Schllesman; the Dean of Extended
University Programs report to Dr. Schllesman; the position of Dean of Undergraduate Studies be
redesignated VIce Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Studies; the new structure be supported by
the one additional full clerical position.
The new structure can be Illustrated as follows:

1) VICE PROVOST AND DEAN OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
2)

4)

DEAN OF EXTENDED
UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

DIRECTOR OF SUMMER
SESSION

5)

3)

DIRECTOR OF
COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION

ASSOCIATE DEAN OF
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
6)

DIRECTOR OF
ACADEMIC SKILLS
CENTER

7) ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY TO THE VICE PROVOST
6) SECRETARY TO THE ASSOCIATE DEAN

1)

VICE PROVOST AND DEAN OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES. This position currently exists as
the Dean of Undergraduate Studies and Is occupied by Dr. Schllesman. The new title reflects
a desire to change this position to one of significantly greater responsibility. The focus of the
position will be leadership and administration of the curriculum and the coordination of several
academic services. General areas of responsibility also will Include continued oversight of the
administration of general education and curriculum support services. Dr. Schliesman will be
responsible for supervising the Dean of Extended Degree Programs. By delegation from the
Provost, this position will oversee the work of the University Curriculum Committee. In addition
the Vice Provost will retain responsibility for supervising the Director of Cooperative Education,
production of the catalogue, as well as coordinating relations with community colleges. These
last three functions may be transferred to either the Associate Dean or elsewhere as the new
structure Is evaluated. [EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY]

2)

DEAN OF EXTENDED UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS. This posftlon currently exists with this title and
Is occupied by Dr. Barnes. The position now reports to the Provost. The change In reporting
line recommended here reflects the desire to move the position Into a coordinated curriculum
structure under the general supervision of the new Vice Provost position. The extended degree
centers will require considerable attention In the Immediate Mure. Their number may expand
H the budget allows; their number may decrease If the budget requires. In any event some very
Important activity wiD take place In the off-campus sector which requires Increased coordination
with the entire curriculum administrative structure. [EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY]
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3)

ASSOCIATE DEAN OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES This position Includes the conversion and
enhancement of the position currently occupied by Dr. Habib (Director of the Academic Advising
Center). The position will accommodate the existing advising functions as well as allow both
the expansion and rearrangement of functions within Dr. Schllesman's office. Initially the
responsibilities of this position will Include academic advising, ac;:ademlc skills center, student
petitions, Individual studies major, and the planning and development of • Freshman Year
Program. Specific division of direct supervisory authority between this position and the V1ce
Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Studies will be adjusted as the new structure Is evaluated.
[EFFECTIVE FALL 1991]

4)

DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSION. This position exists with this title, reports to the Dean of
Extended University Programs, and Is occupied by Dr. Erickson, who has announced his
Intention to return to full-time teaching next Fall. The change In reporting line to the VIce
Provost encourages the university to view summer session In Its proper relationship to the rest
of the academic year. It will be treated functionally as a fourth quarter. National trends, as well
as emerging patterns at CWU show Increasing numbers of students using summer session as
part their total degree schedule. (EFFECTIVE AT THE END OF SUMMER SESSION 1991.
TRANSITION PLANNING TO BEGIN 1MMEDIATELY]

5)

DIRECTOR OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION. This position currently exists with this title and is
occupied by Thomas Broberg. No changes are recommended In this position at this time.

6)

DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC SKILLS CENTER. This position currently exists with this title and
Is occupied by Cheryl McKernan. No changes are recommended In this position at this time
with the exception of a new reporting line through the Associate Dean. As plans for a
Freshman Year program are developed, we should expect some changes In the operation of the
Center.

7)

ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY TO THE VICE PROVOST AND DEAN OF UNDERGRADUATE
STUDIES. This position currently exists with this title and Is occupied by Mrs. Rose Downing.
The duties of this position will be adjusted to continue appropriate support for the work of the
VIce Provost. The title for this position will change to Administrative Assistant. [CURRENTLY IN
PLACE]

8)

SECRETARY TO THE ASSOCIATE DEAN. This position currently exists In another form within
the structure of Extended Degree Programs. Increasing the responsibilities and professional
staff for Dr. Schllesman's area will necessttate the addition of clerical support. Mrs. Martha
Duskln-Smlth has recently resigned her position In Extended Programs. Dean Barnes has
recommended that this position not be refilled, but that two clerical positions be created
Instead. Under the plan proposed In this memorandum one of those full positions will be
assigned to Dean Schllesman's office. h Is his Intention to assign one half of the position to the
Director of Summer Session and one half of the position to support the work of the new
Associate Dean. Funding for the entire position will be from self-support programs.
[EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY WITH DUTIES TO BE ADJUSTED AFTER THE APPOINTMENT OF
ASSOCIATE DEAN]

These recommendations are Important ones. If they are implemented they will allow us to manage
the ways In which we respond to several current concerns and to anticipate future needs at Central
Washington University. They are Implemented at a time when several positions are being vacated,
therefore causing the least amount of disruption in the lives of employees. The changes are
undertaken without creating new administrative positions and without Inordinate expenditure of
additional resources.
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Thank you for your serious consideration and approval of these mattera. I look forward to
discussing their Implementation wHh you and other members of the unlveralty community. I am
convinced that these will prove to be very positive changes.
pc: Academic Council
Board of Trustees
Department Chairs
Executive Group
Faculty Senators
Program Directors
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Donald L GMrlly, President

FROM:

Robert V. Edington, Provost and
VIce President tor Academic .Aifal

DATE:

January 11, 1991

SUBJECT:

Unir· 6-.v~rJJaNte.

8acha' Preparation

Several matters which have recently occurred lead me now to make ceftaln recommendltlonl to you
regarding the School of Professional Studies, generally, and Teach• Preparation In partlcu•. Thla
memorandum will present some of the background which Ia particularly Important to me In
formulating my recommendations to you and will end with specific statement of actions which are
contemplated.
'
As you know, one of the factors which attracted me to Central Washington University was that the
leaders of the lnstnutlon, Including deans and President, expressed strong support for taachw
preparation aa central to the minion of the Institution. You wanted to encourage the faculty of the
College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences and of the School of Profesalonal Studies to engage in a
partnership In support of the preparaUon of teachers. Thla waa, and remains, very attractive to me.
Teacher education wae at the very heart of the mission of this University from Ita beginnings. In
those early dayw an other matters were undwetood as being secondary to this central mlsaion. Even
after the Institution became a comprehensive state college (and then a university) teacher
preparation remained a very Important part of our mission. It was my hope, when I accepted the
position of Provost at Central, to lead an effort to renew both teach• education aa a central part of
our Institutional effort, and to build a really excellent program which ftnnly Involved CLAS and
Professional Studies In a partnership effort.
I believe that the Institution hla made tremendous progress toward these goals. What follows are
simply a few of the highlights which describe that progreu.
1.

Aa the Camp Field Group hla discussed the future of Central Washington University, Teach•
Preparation has been reafftnnad aa a very Important part of the future of CWU as viewed by
the members of this group. They have recommended a goal for Central which envisions a
strong teacher preparation program. Indeed, teacher preparation Is the only general curriculum singled out by Camp Field for special endorsement.

2.

The Deans of the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences and of Professional Studies have
become actively engaged as partners In the promotion of teacher preparation. Nothing could
please me more than to see the two deans and the faculty of these two Important academic
units enter into the support of teacher preparation with equal enthusiasm.
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3.

1formed 1 t.ak force with equal repreHntatlon of flculty from CLAS 1nd Profeulon1l Studfea
1nd cherged them with the NaPOftllblllty of conatructlng the propoul for 1 new mastar'a
degrM program In tlllchlr prepmallon. They haw epen aewral monthl In d*'..ton among
themselves and with their coi!Mguos acrou. the Untveralty and hew proposed a new program
which 1 can aupport. T1le report of thlt tiM force preeera an outline of 1 program which hal
been andorsed In concept by IVflfY relevant faculty group on the campua, Including the
Faculty Senate. Thll degree of qreement 1mong dtvwsa groupa wtth 101Mt111111 conflicting
lm.eets Ia truly phenom&n~l, 1nd It II an lmportllnt testimonial for the hard work of the taak
fore..

4.

Tha Principal Budget Admlnlatratora within Academic Atfalra have produced 1 sertea of
recommendatfona tar the 1881-1893 budget which reflect thH' (and my) prlorftln for the fut\re
of the academic enterpriH of thll University. lmportllnt among these Ia 1 propotal for the
funding of a new effort In teach.- preparation. That proposal anticipates the Implementation
of the task force MAT propoul 1nd requesta nearly one million dollars In funding to support
thla renaissance of teach• education.

5.

With the leadership of the new Dean of CLAS, 1cademlc departmenta In that College have ..
recruited several faculty memberl who are very much Interested and expert In teacher
education. No commitment to teach.- preparation could be stronger than thll. CLAS hat
exprened He full Involvement In teach.- preparation by accepting the obligation to be fully
Involved In the pedagogy of the teecher education cwrlculum. The partnerlhfp between CLAS
and the School of Professloi'LII Studlea In support of preparing teachers Ia Immeasurably
advanced through this acceptance of responsibility by the leadership of CLAS of an Important
role In the preparation of teachers.

8.

The Department of Education Ia In the procesa of renewtng ltseH through the hiring of a
substantial number of new faculty members. In general, I believe that these new professors
are enthusiastic and talented profesaio1111L They wtn mature Into that cohesive group of
educators which wiD sustain our teach• preparation effort through the decade ah81d. Individual members of the new faculty In CLAS and Education are forming their own partnerships
In research and teaching. I want to further encourage thla Interdisciplinary coop81'1tlon.

All six of these Important happenings, and others which we could review In a detailed consideration
of this subject, represent extremely positive trenda which together go a long way In reasserting
Central's leadership In the field of teacher preparation, a leadership which In the mlnde of some has
been eroding. They exempiHy the continuation of teacher preparation as an Important part of the
mission of the Institution; they represent 1 strong sense of support by faculty and administrators for
the preparation of teachers Ill Central; they establish a substantial momentum for the Improvement
of teacher education programs; they conatltute a potential breakthrough to an exciting future H the
Washington State Legislature will provide the resourcea to fund our proposed new program.
Despite the enthusiastic optimism which these positive factors should engend• In us all, certain
challenges must give ua some pause.
First, the accreditation of Central's teach• education program• has not been renewed by the
National Council for the Accreditation of Teach• Education. NCATE believes, ae do we, that not
enough resources are being Invested In the teacher education programs to maintain their strength
at an acceptable level. Secondly, NCATE believes that certlln necessary practices (such aa the
systematic survey of graduates and the evaluation of faculty) have eroded In quality and must be
strengthened. Thirdly, NCATE believes that Central has not sufficiently conceptualized,
institutionalized, and reported upon its understanding of the proper •body of knowledge" which our
teacher preparation grad_uates should comprehend, nor do they believe that we have clearly
understood and reported on the objectives which we have for our graduates. NCATE wants a clear
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tt11tement from ue u to whelhlr M aim to .,.....,. cu tlldw'l a -.nqunr.,• '"flca.tcn,• or some
othw form of teach•. H I may .,.....,..... NCATE'I formal communicatiOn to ua, they .,. aaklng
ua the queatJon: "What Ia the model which you have conatruct.d In yow cun1culum, the 1ucceta
of which Ia demonatnted by the teeclwl which you produc.?' Although Centrlll bellevea It haa
given clear anawwa to thla quHtlon, NCATE Ia dlautltfted with thole anawwa. Thla non-teneW~~I
of accredbtlon tor teacher preparation hae creeted what I would chlracterlza •• a aertoua public
reletlona problem. Although the action by NCATE dOH not directly affect the ttatua of our atudenta
aa they seek to beCOme cwtlfted u tMchera In thla State, the lnatltutlon nev.thel... should
addreu Ita wuknMMI In t ch.- prepamton, undertake a new accreditation eflort, and focua
clearty upon correcting the public relatlona problema which thla Incident hal caused.
Secondly, 1 am concerned that thla negative altuatlon follows two other negatives within the paat
year. 1 remember some of the commenta from the Northwest Auoclatlon of Schoola and CollegH
last year aa It renewed the Unlverslty'a regional accreditation. Although Central waa reaffirmed In
Ita general accreditation without reservation, the NWASC hid some valid crttlclam of our curriculum,
structure, and practlcea. Tllla review by ow paara alerted ua to the tact that we muat redouble our
effort to addresa some problema which have developed ov. Ume. T118t report by NWASC did not
addresa teacher preparation directly because NWASC chose to alloW NCATE to review teactw
preparation lnatead of looking at these programa themaelvea. That practice, which we criticized at
the Ume, haa since been dlacontlnued by NWASC. Nevertheleu, there Ia no reaaon to believe that
H NWASC had looked at teacher educaUon It would have found those programaln any better shape
than It found varloua other curricula In the University.
The other negative sltuaUon which the NCATE non-renewal follows Ia the acandal within our
basketball camp program which was revealed last yeer. The situation had nothing to do with teach«
education, but It created a public relatlona problem for the University and all of Ita academic
programs. That situation has been tully and vigorously addressed, but the residual negative publicity
·bothers me. Theae mattere tend to weaken the Unfvenlty In the lhott run awn though ow vtgoroua
reaction to the situatlona will strengthen the University In the long term.
Finally, the decision by Dean Applegate to resign the deanship, although I fully understand and
sympathize wtth his reasoning In that decision, muat be seen aa a potential negative factor as we
look at teacher preparaUon and Ita prospects for Improvement In the next aeveral montha. It Ia a
negative factor which must be overcome In a decisive way H our positive momentum In this field Ia
to be maintained and enhanced.
And so, my vision of the future of teacher preparation at Central Washington University Is a vary
positive one, but I have some strong concerns about the present and the Immediate future. If the
positive long-range vision Ia to be realized, all of Ul must be determined to take some decisive
action In the Immediate weeks and montha ahead which are designed to maximize the Unlveralty'a
positive advantages and overcome the negative factors mentioned above.
What follows here are some recommendations for action In the Immediate future, during the
academic year 1991-1992, and for action dloring the 1992-1993 academic year and beyond. You have
reviewed theae recommendations and haw authorized me to proceed aa outlined below.
In the Immediate future the leadership of the University should make some basic decisions which
will guide the future. Our goal will be that the following be accompllthad before July 1, 1911.
1.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY REQUEST lliAT NCA'TE REVISIT THIS UNIVERSITY FOR
A NEW ASSESSMENT OF OUR TEACH~R EDUCATION PROGRAMS. Tl'le negative public
relatione which have resulted from the NCA'TE non-renewal are doing harm to the University.
This must be turned around. It Is .one thing to leave an organization In protest of Its policies
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or practlcn; It 18 quite anotlw' thing to ba "thrown out.• We muat brtng our proorama blck
Into accredited llltua, and than we C8n decide whether we wtlh to remain within NCATE.
Cannl ahould undertake an a.....mant of the prnent atatua of teachat education and
develop a p ..n for tHklng 1'81ccredltlltlon. Thla review wtll guide ua In aettlng apecltlc
prtorttlll which will allow ua to Invite NCATE to return to CWU aomettme during the aprtng of

1112.
2.

THE PROPOSED NEW MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING DEGREE BE FURTHER DEVELOPED.
1 will ask Dean Cummlnga to chair a new Implementation talk force which wtll prepare a
propoMd cun1culum for the new degrH and shephwd Implementation proposals through the
University's cumberaome cun'lculum process. Since we anticipate that both the new program
and the present program• will be offend durtng 1 tranaltlon period, we must set cl r
objectives and aueaament procedures tor that period. Thle traneltlon period will constitute
a •ufety valve" for us during which we will carefully examine the quality of our declelon to
move ahead with thl1 new program. Certain neceaury contingency plana must be developed
ae mentioned In point three below.

3.

THE PROPOSAL FOR FUNDING TEACHER EDUCATION WHICH HAS BEEN SENT TO THE
LEGISLATURE BE FULLY AND STRENUOUSLY SUPPORTED. I tully understand that thlal1 1
very bad year for any budget enhancement. However, there are several reaeona why we
ehould nevertheleu pueh hard for funding of our teacher education proposal. Rrst, It senda
a elgnal to our own employen and studenta that the leaderehlp of the Unlverelty It firmly
supportive of creative -change and purault of excellence In our teach.- preparation prograrna.
Secondly, It lndlcatel to OW' friende everywhere that CWU Ia moving ahead In this field deeplte
any perceived setbacka which might have OCCUIT8d. Thirdly, It lndlcatae to the Leglslat\n and
other government leadere that Central Ia serloue about the need to move In new directions In
teacher preparation In Washington, and signals to these governmental leadere that Central
means to carve out this territory ae leader In the State. It seeme to me that such an effort Ia
Important, even H we come to the conclusion that It I~ unlikely to bear Immediate positive
reeulte In terms of a separate and substantJal budget enhancement. Prudence would demand
of ue that we develop contingency plana for partial or alternative Implementation should the
legislature fall to support the CWU funding requeet.

Theee are three very Important and complex taekl which require our attention during the remainder
of thie academic year H teacher education .. to continue to protJ*' at CWU. The University
leadership will need to prepare the way for eome very elgnlftcant taekl to begin during the next
academic year. In that regard, the following etepa will be taken during 1991-1992:

•

1.

APPOINT AN INTERIM LEADERSHIP TEAM FOR THE SCHOOL OF PRQFESSIONAL STUDIES.
There are some Important matters which must be attended to In the School, eepecially In the
area of teacher preparation. I believe that these are best done by a talented and confident
Interim leadership team. I propose to appoint a P.,.on to serve aa Interim Dean. Ideally, In
my view, this ehould be someone who knows the University and understand• current Issues
In teacher preparation, but who Ia not currently an administrator or a professor at Central
Washington University. Such a pereon should have extremely high credibility within the State,
eepeclally with legislators and school ofllclala. The primary reeponelblllty here would be to
focus upon repairing and enhancing Central'• external Image In the area of teacher
preparation. In addition thla person wtn guide the overall planning and operation of the
School, but wtU not be deeply Involved In the day-to-day business of the programs. 1 vltuallza
thla •• being a haH-tlme position, lasting for at leaet one year.
In addition, we will create an Interim position of Associate Dean. Thle will be a full-time
position and will be occupied by one of our own faculty membere. The primary
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responalbllltl81 her. will be to coordinate and auperlfH olD' NCATE accreditation effort and
to provide ltatr aupport for development of the proposed new MAT degree. The Chalrl of
Education, BEAM, and PEHELS will report to thla poeltlon during thlt yeu. I have liked Dr.
Jack McPherson to take on thlt a11lgnment, and he haa agreed to do ao. Alto, Dr.
McPhar.on wiU participate In ow planning etrort during Winter and Spring, 1"1.

1 will ask Aeaoclate Dean Frye to auume apeclal responalbllltlea In overseeing the day-to-day
opwatton of the non-teacher education departmenta and prograrna of the SchooL
2.

BEGIN LONG TERM PLANNING FOR TEACHER PREPARATION. The Interim dean should alao
begin systematic dlacuaalon and feasibility planning for the creation of a new School of
Teacher Education. Whether or not the new MAT degree Ia adequately funded In the 1H1-t3
budget, the Unlvaralty can move ahead with para of the MAT Immediately O.e., the elementary
education portion Ia ready to go right now; the middle school portion can be ready In short
order). In othlr warda, telctw education doea have the ~entlal for a bright cunicular futln.
Alto, teacher education enrollmenta will grow (perhaps after an Initial downturn), 81peclally
If the leadership (Trustees, President, Provost, Dean) commit themselvea to support excellent
teacher preparation prograrna at CWU. A separate achool of teacher preparation, compoeed
perhaps of the departmenta of education, phyalcal education, and bualneu education--at well
at co-appointment of all faculty In oth• unb who are connected with teacher educationwould allow CWU to focus on teach• preparation •• a nw)or part of the University In the
nlnetlee. Such a move would necessitate other structural adJustments to the remaining parts
of the School of Profeealonal Studlee at a later time. Such Important changee should take
place only aft• careful study and dlacuaalon, and only If they prove to be feasible. At this
point 1 am asking that such a study begin.
After the Interim year of 1991-92. and beginning In the Fall of 1992, the University should
position Itself tor a strong building period In teacher preparatJon. Besides those matters which
1 have reviewed above, we will need to have searched for a new •permanent" Dean for
Professional Studlee. For thlt purpose, we will review the job description and list of
characteristics which the Ideal new Dean will carry. The new Dean should be a person who
can Implement the decision to create a separate school of teacher preparation, should such
a move be feasible. This new Dean will need to be a person who can exercise leadership
within the School and continue to rebuild the reputation of teacher preparation at CWU. After
Initial planning thla Spring, I will consult with the Interim leadership of the School, and with
the faculty, to determine a target date for hiring the new dean.

I have outlined above three general sets of actions which I believe need to be undertaken In the
Immediate weeks ahead, during the 1991·92 year, and beginning In 1993 extending Into the future.
I truly believe that If the Institution followa these recommendation, Central will restore Its reputation
as the leading teacher education Institution In the state of Washington.

pc:

Academic Council
Board of Trustees
Department Chalrl
Executive Group
Faculty Senatcn
Program Dlrectora
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Charles McGehee, Chair
Faculty Senate
Central Washington University
Campus
Dear Dr. McGehee:
During its meeting of January 16, 1991 the
Undergraduate Council considered and endorsed the proposed
policy listed below. We were caught short earlier this
year with an inadequate and unappropriate response to
students who were ordered to active military duty
mid-quarter and who wanted to know what would happen to the
credits and grades for the courses in which they were
enrolled. An emergency policy was developed, approved and
implemented to accommodate the students until such time as
a permanent policy could be approved.
Copies of similar policies in place at other
universities in Washington were acquired and, after
reviewing them, the statement being proposed to the Senate
was developed. I recommend it to the Faculty Senate for
approval.
POLICY ON WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY
DUE TO MILITARY EXIGENCY
students who have been called into military service of the
United States due to a national emergency will be eligible
for withdrawal from the University or the granting of
credits. The policy does not apply to short-term National
Guard or Reserve duty or to annual active-duty
requirements.
1.

Students who must withdraw from the University during
the first third of the quarter will be granted
Withdrawal (W) and a full refund of tuition.

1

Dr. Charles McGehee
January 17, 1991
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2.

students who must withdraw from the University during
the second third of the quarter will be given an
incomplete (I) in each course with no specified
deadline for completion.

3.

Students who must withdraw from the University during
the last third of the quarter will be granted credit if
the course work is satisfactory. The instructors must
report either a letter grade or a satisfactory (S) for
each course depending upon the quality of the student's
work. If the courses complete all requirements for the
Baccalaureate degree, the degree will be awarded.

4.

students who must withdraw from the University during
the first or second third of their final quarter prior
to graduation may be granted the Baccalaureate degree
upon the recommendation of the major department chair
and of the School/College dean.

5.

In all circumstances, students will be expected to
attend classes up to 15 calendar days prior to
induction.
Sincerely,

~

Schliesman

Dean of Undergraduate Studies

DMS:rd
1:4

Central
Washington
University

ornce of Admissions and HccorcJs
r-.lilctl<.'ll flail
Ellensburg. 'vV<JSilinglon 9892fi
(509) }1(5:3-1211 - Admissions

(509) 963-3001 - Regislrar

DATE:

J:muary 28, !991

TO:

De. McGeHee, Faculty Senate Chairman

FROM:

Gloria Spatafore, Veterans

CC:

RE:

Adviso~

De. Schliesman, Dean Undergraduate Studies
Wells, Registrar
P. Burkholder, Academic Affairs Committee Chair

c.

P:>licy on Withdrawal Due to Military Exigency

Today your Academic Affairs Committee proposed
policy
regarding :nilitary withdrawal was brought to my attention.
The wording in two areas are of concern to me. I would like
to request that you consider possible changes that will
clarify youe policy.
Th first se1tence in the motion states "Students who have
been callei into military service of the United States .
~here ar~ many who answer a national emergency such as we
are currently having by volunteering for active duty either
as a reservist or swear into a branch of the military
service. D~ you think it would be appropriate to change who
have been c :lolled to who have e:ntered?
The other c~nsideration has to do with number two "·
.
during the second third of the quarter will be given an
Incomplete .
•
" Eight out of ten of these students are
drawing ben.~fits through my office at the present time. The
Department ~f Veterans Affairs will pay their benefits
through th·~ last day they are able to attend classes.
However the incomplete grade becomes a problem when they
return to cwu.
They will not have the time to complete
these class~s while in the service and most will have to sit
through th·~ class again to refresh their memories. The VA
regulations will not allow them to receive benefits while
completing incomplete grades.
In order to draw benefits
when they r~turn they will need to enroll in a minimum of 12
eligible
~redits
in
addition
to
completing
their
incompletes.
I would like to propose that you
give
considerati~n
to alternate wording i.e.
during the
second thir·i of the quarter may request an Incomplete in
lieu of a withdrawal . .
Thank you f~r your consideration on this matter.
I will
attend Wed~esday's Faculty Senate meeting in case further
clarificati~n is necessary.

Central
Washington
University

TO;

University Library
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 963-1021

SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

FROM,:

Patrick Owens, Chair,

DATE:

January 23, 1991

RE:

Tullis Reference Library

SENATE PERSONNEL COMMITTEE

Po

Student Voting Rights.

The members of the Senate Personnel Committee have
examined and discuased the issues raised by Prof. Bill Vance's
letter of 5/22/90,
The Committee recommends no action be taken to alter
student voting rights.

RATIONALE:
1.

Student representatives should haye the same
rights/responsibilities as faculty senators.

2.

N0thing to prevent "block voting" am0ng either
students or faculty.

3.

All members of the Senate have an 0bligation t0
remain informed.

cc:

Bill Vance
Committee members

January 17, 1991
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CURRICULUM PROPOSALS APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE AND FORWARDED TO THE SENATE
EXXNMICS

PROPOSED

PROGRAM CHANGE
AS IT APPEARS

Bachelor of Science M~or

Bachelor of Science Major
Students may enroll for these courses alter edmlsslon to the
Economlca miJof. Core requirements cannot be taken pasa/fall
(cm:!lt/oo credit) by Ec:onomlca ma,Jo,._

Eeono~ca

Applied

Applied

Eeonoarlca

Acl.s.or.:
"-1 member o( tile !eoaomlce facultJ

Acl.-,n:
AA1 meaaber ot tlac Eeoaomlca facultJ
HllhiJ recommeodcd aupportlnl
co\U'SQI loclude: MATH 170 and BUS 870.

B. Core R~ulrcmeata

Studcnta ma:r enroll for tMac coursca alter edmlsslon to the
Economics mljor. Core requlremenu cannot be taken ~fall
(crcdlt/oo credit) by Economics me,Jorw.

'.::.:c::ndJta

Highly reccmnended supporting oourses
include: MATH 170 and BUS 370. The
J\Wlied Ecoronics major can be used as
~ of a double major.
B. Core Reqlllr~mcata

ECO~ 301, lnunnedlate Mlcroeconomk Analyata..........&
ECO~ 309, tntenDedllltc Macroeconomic Analyala .........&
ECON 458, Manaaerial !cooomlca .................. ............... &
ACCT 261, Flnanda! Accountlnl I ..... ............................&
ACCT SSS. Man~ rial AccounUn& OR
ACCT 302, Advanced Ma~rial Accountlnl :: ;~·:........ &

ECON SOl,lnurmedlatc Mtcroeconomlc Analyata .......... S

ECO~ 302,1ntenDcdllltc M~~erocconomlc AnaJyata ......... &

ECON 458, ManAiCrtaJ !conomlc. .................................5
ACCT 251, Flnandal AroountlnJ !... ..............................&
AOCT 853. Manaacrlal Accounllna OR
ACCT 302, Advanced Manaatrfal Accountlnl ...: ......... &

Total U

C. Noa-ec.ooomlu Requirement

Crcdlta

Total 16

C.

Noa-ec.oaoml~

Requirement

One ol the followlat:

Ooe ol the lollowlat:

ADOM 385(5)

ADOlol 385 (5)
COM 84S(4)

COM84S(4)
E~G310(4........ . ............................. 4-$

Credit.

EXG3J0(4) ........... ........... ........... .. .. t-S

S«tlooe A, B and C Subtotal 44-43
D. Elec:Uvee (wit• prior approYal ol Ec:oaomlu a'hleoft

-·

.... CncUw"

Scctloaa A, B aad C Subtotal 44-41
D.

Elec:U•ee (•It• prior approval ol &oaomlu a1ht.ort

3()0-4.00 le,·el Accountlna. Business Admlnl~lratloa
and Econo~lcs courses .......... .. ... ..... ......... .: .............. 10

A minimum m8S ttedtta from the followtna llat:
303-400 level Economics couna (except
£COS 396, ECOX 490, ECOX 496) ........................ 20
3()0..100 lc,·cl Accountln .. 8uslncu Administration
and Economlcscoursea ...:~·:_ ;::.:.:.:· ......... .............. .. ....... 5

Total 69-70

TotaJ 69-70

A minimum of 8S credlta from the fonowln& 1l1t:
303-400 level Economla coursa (uccpt
ECO!I: 396. ECO!I: 490, ECOX 496) ..........................15

AS

PROPOSED

IT APPEARS

Economlca Minor II

Econoflllee Minor II

Thla minor Is da;l~cd for students prepnrlnl to teach, and
all other mlljon; with l.hc exception of bualne11t1 admlnlatralloa
ancl accountlna. Prfor approval of electlvea by lM Ecunomks
advt&or Ia required.

Required:

Credlta

Thla minor Is de&llf'lc:d lor atucknts prcpo.rlna to teACh, and
all other m~ with the exception olbuslneAH admlnlatrallon
and accountlna. Prior approval ol elective. by the EconomiCs
adv1601' 11 required.

Rcqulreel:

Cree! tea

EC0:'\1 201, Prfndplesof Economics Micro ........................... &
ECOS 202, Principles ol £c:onomlcs Macro ........................... &
Elec:tlvee:
A minimum oliO credits from the follow In& !let:
,
ECON 801. BC0:-1302. ECO:'I: 310. ECO~ 380, ECON 331.
or other 300-400 level eoonomlce COUI"6CS with
approvaJ ol the economics edviiOI' .................................... 10

ECOX 201, Prfndples ol Economics Micro ............................ 5
ECO~ 202, Prfnclplctulf £c:onomlcs :.tacro ........................... 5

Total 10

Total 10

E1 eel I\'CSI

A minimum ol 5 credits from the lullowlna list:
ECON 501, ECON 302, ECOX 310. ECON 330, ECOX 332,,.5
Any 300-400 k\·cl eoonomlce courK with
approval ol lM economlc1l.dv11101' ............ ....... ....... ...... .... 5

January 17, 1991
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CURRICULUM PROPOSALS APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE AND FORWARDED TO THE SENATE

WOMEN STUDIES
PROGRAM CHANGE
AS IT APPEARS
WOMEN STUDIES MINOR

PROrosED
~

Students ac.led.Jq this minor muat compl~ PSY 101 u •
prtrequl.sltc toPSY 483.

SIUDIES MliDR

Required
WS 201 1 Introduction to lbnen

Courses

StOOi.es •• •••••••••••••••••••• 3
WS 801,1ntroductlon to Women Studlea ...............................&
WS 499, Seminar ..•........•..•.....•...............•................•........... I
HIST 346, Women In American Hlatoty ............................... S
5()C 356. Sex Role& In SodctJ ..............................................&
ANTH 356, Sex Rotea In Cross Cultural Pcl"8pcctlve .............. 4
PSY 483, Paycbotoo olWo~cn ............................................a
ElectJvca:
Select 5 credits ol clectlvca by advtacmcat ........................•..:.&.

Total U
Spectal coursea may be offered by dcpe.rtmcnta (rom Ume to
Umc which may be used u pert ol the etudcnt'a elective proeram with the permission of the Dean ol the Collqc c:A Lettt~
Arts and Sclcncea.

Plus a mi.ninun of three courses fran the.
following list:
sex: 356 1 Sex Roles in SOciety (5)
PSY 483, Psychology of ~ (3) *
HIST 3461 \'b'Oen in American History (5)
mG 230, \'Oren in Literature (4)
ANm 356 1 Sex Roles in Cross-o.ll.tural
Perspective (4) •••••••••••• 11-14
. *Prerequisite, PSY 101 (5)
Electives by advisanent. Electives may include courses rot selected as requiranents
. fran the list above. Possible electives are
ENG 335, SCX::/BUS 388, as well as special
topics, lrrlividual stOOy, and saninar
courses in Wanen Studies and

related departments ••••••••••••••••••• 8-11
Total

25

